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Human skin pigmentation is the product of two clines produced by
natural selection to adjust levels of constitutive pigmentation to
levels of UV radiation (UVR). One cline was generated by high UVR
near the equator and led to the evolution of dark, photoprotective,
eumelanin-rich pigmentation. The other was produced by the
requirement for UVB photons to sustain cutaneous photosynthesis
of vitamin D3 in low-UVB environments, and resulted in the evolu-
tion of depigmented skin. As hominins dispersed outside of the
tropics, they experienced different intensities and seasonal mix-
tures of UVA and UVB. Extreme UVA throughout the year and two
equinoctial peaks of UVB prevail within the tropics. Under these
conditions, the primary selective pressure was to protect folate by
maintaining dark pigmentation. Photolysis of folate and its main
serum form of 5-methylhydrofolate is caused by UVR and by reac-
tive oxygen species generated by UVA. Competition for folate
between the needs for cell division, DNA repair, andmelanogenesis
is severe under stressful, high-UVR conditions and is exacerbatedby
dietary insufficiency. Outside of tropical latitudes, UVB levels are
generally low and peak only once during the year. The populations
exhibiting maximally depigmented skin are those inhabiting envi-
ronments with the lowest annual and summer peak levels of UVB.
Development of facultative pigmentation (tanning) was important
to populations settling between roughly 23° and 46° , where levels
of UVB varied strongly according to season. Depigmented and tan-
nable skin evolved numerous times in hominin evolution via inde-
pendent genetic pathways under positive selection.
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Variation in skin color is the most noticeable of human poly-
morphisms. As visually dominant mammals, we readily notice

differences in skin color in each other. As primates who uniquely
use language to create categories, we readily give names to these
differences. Since the mid-18th century, skin color has been the
single most important physical trait used to define human groups,
including variously named varieties, races, subspecies, and species.
Charles Darwin observed variation in human skin color while
abroad during the voyage of theH.M.S. Beagle (1831–1836), but he
soundly rejected the notion that physical differences such as skin
color constituted the basis for distinguishing separate human spe-
cies (1). Darwin’s rejection of the existence of distinct human spe-
cies was based upon his observation that human groups “graduate
into each other, and that it is hardly possible to discover clear dis-
tinctive character between them” (1, p. 226). His aversion to the
separation of humans into discrete specieswas alsomotivated by his
vehement aversion to slavery, which in his lifetime was defended
and promoted on the basis of the superiority and inferiority of
allegedly distinct human species (2). It is also well known that early
in his career, Darwin collected copious notes on human origins and
descent (3), but “without any intention of publishing on the subject,
but rather with a determination not to publish, as I thought that
I should thus only add to the prejudices against my views” (1, p. 1).
Darwin thus deflected potential criticism of natural selection in the
first decade after publication of The Origin by avoiding almost
entirely discussion of humans in an evolutionary context.
The causes of variation in human skin pigmentation were

much discussed long before Darwin’s time. Observers beginning
with Hippocrates in the fifth century associated human traits and
temperament with the environment and recognized that skin

color was part of this package (4). The association of dark skin
pigmentation with intense sunshine and heat was further devel-
oped by Aristotle and his followers as part of a comprehensive
“climatic theory,” which related human features, dispositions,
and cultures to the environment. By the mid-18th century, nat-
uralists such as John Mitchell and, later, Samuel Stanhope Smith
recognized a pronounced latitudinal gradient of skin pigmenta-
tion among the world’s peoples—from dark near the equator to
light toward the poles—and related it mainly to differences in
sunshine heat experienced by people at different latitudes (5, 6).
“This general uniformity in the effect,” Smith wrote, “indicates
an influence in climate, that, under the same circumstances, will
always operate in the same manner” (5, p. 34). It is thus sur-
prising that Darwin, who was so keen to identify adaptations of
organisms to “different conditions of life,” rejected a causal
association of skin pigmentation with climate in favor of the
notion that variations in skin color had evolved primarily through
the agency of sexual selection (1). Writing in 1871 in The Descent
of Man, and Selection in Relation to Sex (1), he stated:

“If, however, we look to the races of man, as distributed over the world,
we must infer that their characteristic differences cannot be accounted
for by the direct action of different conditions of life, even after expo-
sure to them for an enormous period of time” (p 246). “It can further be
shewn that the differences between the races of man, as in colour,
hairyness, form of features, &c., are of the nature which it might have
been expected would have been acted on by sexual selection” (p 250).

Darwin’s preference for sexual selection in matters of human
variation blinded him to the importance of natural selection in
producing the attributes of human skin.* Human skin is func-
tionally naked and as such served for hundreds of thousands of
years as the sole interface between our bodies and the environ-
ment. Lacking the covering of dense body hair that protects other
mammals and exposed to the myriad physical, chemical, and bio-
logical challenges of the environment, human skin evolved under
intense pressures of natural selection. The hairless condition itself
did not evolve because of a partiality for smooth skin, as averred by
Darwin, but primarily because of the need to lose body heat from
the skin’s surface during exertion and under hot environmental
conditions (7, 8). Cooling by evaporation of eccrine sweat is
impeded by thick body hair (9); the primary selective pressure
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promoting the evolution of hair loss in humans was thermoreg-
ulation. The loss of body hair in humans was accompanied by
enhanced barrier functions of the stratum corneum (10, 11),
including the evolution of other epidermal keratins (12, 13), which
reduced the skin’s permeability and improved its abilities to resist
abrasion and microbial attack. The rapid divergence of genes
responsible for epidermal differentiation was one of the most
significant results to emerge from the initial comparison of human
and chimpanzee genomes (12). Changes in skin pigmentation also
accompanied loss of body hair, and multiple lines of evidence
indicate that permanent, dark, eumelanin-based pigmentation
evolved soon after the emergence of the genusHomo in Africa (7,
14). Sexual selection was not the primary, or even a major,
determinant of skin pigmentation, although the preference by
males in some cultures for females of lighter color probably has
heightened sexual dimorphism in skin pigmentation in some
populations (7). Rather, it was natural selection that produced the
conspicuous gradient of skin tones groups observed in our species.
Samuel Stanhope Smith’s observation of a correlation between

latitude, solar processes, and human skin pigmentation was
refined in the latter part of the 20th century when it was demon-
strated that human skin reflectance (as a measure of skin pig-
mentation) wasmore highly correlated with latitude as a surrogate
for UVR than with temperature, humidity, or altitude (15, 16).
The introduction of geographic information systems (GIS) tech-
nology and the availability of remotely sensed environmental data
permitted accurate and precise testing of the strength of the
relationship between physical parameters of the environment and
skin pigmentation, and demonstrated conclusively the high cor-
relation between skin pigmentation and UVR (7, 17). Among the
most notable findings from these studies was the demonstration
that skin reflectance was more highly correlated with autumn
levels of UVR than with annual average, summer, or maximum
levels (17). Establishment of UVR as the cause, not simply the
correlate, of variations in human skin pigmentation has involved
elucidation of the probable selective mechanisms involved.
During most of 20th century, arguments about the selective

value of dark pigmentation focused on the protective effects of
melanin against sunburn, skin cancer, and overproduction of
vitamin D (18, 19). These factors can no longer be considered
significant selective pressures. Sunburn and skin cancer have
negligible effects on reproductive success (7, 18). Nonmelanoma
skin cancers are common in older individuals frommodern lightly
pigmented populations inhabiting sunny climes, but they are rarely
fatal or incapacitating (20).Melanoma afflicts younger individuals
and is often fatal, but it is much rarer than nonmelanoma skin
cancers. Modern statistics on skin cancer prevalence must be
viewed with caution, however, in considering the evolutionary
importance of skin cancers. The prevalence of skin cancers is
highest in lightly pigmented people who experience chronic or
intense episodic exposures to strong UVR in places far from their
ancestral homelands (21). Skin cancers are mostly a consequence
of modern human migrations and resulting mismatches between
skin pigmentation and geography or lifestyle. The effects of skin
cancers on reproductive success in humans today are modest, and
were probably statistically inconsequential in the centuries before
rapid, long-distance travel andmigration. This inference is further
supported by genetic evidence indicating no significant association
of 15 SNPs and skin cancer risk (22). Overproduction of vitaminD
was refuted as the primary cause of the evolution of dark pig-
mentation by the discovery that hypervitamosis D due to sun
exposure is physiologically impossible because of photochemical
regulation (23). With the traditional agents of skin pigmentation
evolution rendered untenable, we undertook a reexamination of
possible selective agents.
The possibility that photolysis of folate by sunlight was a

determining factor in the evolution of dark pigmentation was first
explored (24) before the full importance of folate in DNA bio-

synthesis, repair, DNA methylation, amino acid metabolism, and
melanin production was recognized. In 2000, we advanced the
theory that dark skin pigmentation in humans had evolved pri-
marily to prevent reduction of fertility due to the photolysis of
folate present in cutaneous blood vessels (7). We presented evi-
dence that folate depletion by UVR would precipitate folate
deficiencies that would, in turn, lead to potentially fatal birth
defects such as neural tube defects (NTDs). Since then, inves-
tigations of the photosensitivity of folate under different con-
ditions in vitro and in vivo have demonstrated that the relationship
between skin pigmentation and folate metabolism is complicated,
and involves direct photodegradation of folate (in its main form
of 5-methyltetrahydrofolate or 5-MTHF) as well as its photo-
degradation in the presence of flavins and porphyrins by reactive
oxygen species (ROS) (25–28). Considerable epidemiological
work is needed to investigate the relationship between skin pig-
mentation, folate metabolism, and the prevalence of NTDs, but a
protective effect of dark pigmentation against folate depletion (29,
30) and NTDs (31, 32) is apparent. Folate is important especially
in rapidly dividing cells, such as those of the embryo and semi-
niferous tubules. Thus folate deficiencies caused by UVR would
potentially affect both female and male fertility. Low folate levels
cause derangements of folate-mediated 1-carbonmetabolism that
lead to serious diseases and birth defects. Folate deficiencies cause
faulty DNA replication due to strand breaks caused by mis-
incorporation of excessive uracil into DNA (33, 34). Maintenance
of adequate folate levels is associated with a 72% reduction in
NTDs, which is the most common class of human birth defects
(35). This is due to the direct action of folate on the normalization
of neural tube development due to its role in the division of rapidly
dividing cells (36, 37). Folate deficiency also impairs nucleotide
excision repair, which is the primary mechanism for removing
UVR-induced DNA photoproducts (33).
Competition for folate can be severe, especially when the body is

stressed by UVR exposure and insufficient dietary folate. Recent
researchhasdemonstrated that folate regulatesmelaninproduction
because it is required for the synthesis of GTP, which is a substrate
for de novo production of tetrahydrobiopterin (BH4) and 6BH4 in
melanocytes and keratinocytes (38, 39). 6BH4 in turn regulates
tyrosinase activity in themelanosome (40). Because of themanifold
importance of folate and its derivatives in cell division,DNA repair,
and melanin production, and because of the sensitivity of these
compounds to break down by UVR and ROS, natural selection to
protect folate levels has been intense. Maintaining the integrity of
folate metabolism has a high evolutionary valence because it
directly affects reproductive success and survival early in life. The
mechanisms operating to prioritize the utilization of folate under
conditionsof environmental and cellular stress caused byhighUVR
levels are not yet known.
The near absence in African populations of functionally sig-

nificant variation in the coding region of the melanocortin 1
receptor (MC1R), one of the major genes regulating human
eumelanin production, indicates the action of purifying selection
maintaining dark pigmentation under intense selective pressure
(41–43). The evidence of functional constraint onMC1R inAfrican
populations is unusual in light of the high levels of polymorphism
observed at other loci in African populations (42). Evidence is
mounting that darkly pigmented skin, or the potential for facul-
tative development of dark pigmentation through tanning, evolved
secondarily under positive selection in populations moving from
low- to high-UVRenvironments. Pigmentary changes such as these
appear to have occurred following the dispersal of lightly and
moderately pigmented “Ancestral North Indians” into high-UVR
reaches of the Indian subcontinent (44) and in lightly and moder-
ately pigmented east Asians moving into the high-UVR environ-
ments of Central and mountainous South America (45). Further
study of the genomic signatures of selection on pigmentation genes
in human population is much needed.
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The evolution of light pigmentation at high latitudes has long
been related to the significance of production of vitamin D in the
skin under conditions of reduced sunlight (19, 46). Vitamin D3 is
made in the skin whenUVR penetrates the skin and is absorbed by
7-dehydrocholesterol (7-DHC) in the epidermis and dermis to form
previtamin D3. This reaction only occurs in the presence of wave-
lengths of 290–310 nm in the UVB range, with peak conversion
occurring at 295–297 nm. Photosynthesis of vitamin D3 in the skin
depends upon the solar zenith angle, which changes with season,
latitude, and time of day, and is further controlled by the amount of
pigment and thickness of the skin (47, 48). The importance of
vitaminD3 as a selective force in the evolution of skin pigmentation
is related to the manifold effects of the vitamin on fitness as
reviewed inearlierpapers (7, 49).The vitaminDendocrine system is
involved in the regulation ofmany independent biological processes
including bone metabolism, the innate immune response, cell pro-
liferation, anddifferentiation (50, 51).The roles of vitaminD3 in the
regulation of intestinal calcium absorption, and in bone formation
and remodeling, havebeenknown fordecades, but only recently has
the importanceof vitaminD3 in the establishment andmaintenance
of innate immunity, and in the normal functioning of the pancreas,
brain, andheart, been recognized (51, 52).Reductionof fertility due
to vitamin D3 deficiencies is greatest in cases of nutritional rickets,
but is also significant because of increased prevalence of bacterial
and viral infections and increased risk of autoimmune diseases such
as multiple sclerosis and Type 1 diabetes (53). Natural selection to
promote continued vitamin D production through loss of con-
stitutive pigmentation under conditions reduced UVR was strong,
and its independent action on hominin populations dispersing to
low UVR habitats was inferred before genetic evidence demon-
strating positive selection for depigmentation became known (7).
Generally low andhighly seasonally variable levels forUVBcreated
a selective environment favoring the capture of UVB photons
required for vitamin D3 photosynthesis through loss of melanin
pigmentation. Genetic verification of three independent occur-
rences of evolutionof depigmented skin in hominin populations has
been documented in the lineages leading to modern northern
Europeans and modern east Asians (54, 55) and in Homo nean-
derthalensis (56). It is significant that the genetic and physiological
mechanisms causing light-skinned phenotypes in each group were
different from one another. Regulatory mechanisms involve the
control of the formation of melanosomes (the organelles in which
melanins are produced and stored) (54, 55), and the production of
the different types and mixtures of melanins. The mechanisms
whereby similar phenotypic ends have been reached by different
genetic means have been reviewed recently (57). One of the most
interesting questions remaining to be answered about the physiol-
ogy of vitamin D is humans concerns the nature of variation in the
vitamin D receptor (VDR), specifically whether the pattern and
nature of polymorphisms in the VDR is related to UVB levels and/
or length of habitation under specific UVB regimes.

Geographic Variation in UV Radiation
Mounting genetic evidence demonstrating the role of natural
selection in establishing and maintaining darkly and lightly pig-
mented cutaneous phenotypes near the equator and poles,
respectively, prompts a closer look at the nature of the prime
selective agent, UVR. Differences in the strength, seasonal dis-
tribution, and bioactivity of UVA and UVB have been recognized
for a long time (58, 59), but the relevance of these variables to the
evolution of human skin pigmentation has not been fully appre-
ciated. The dispersals of hominins out of Africa that occurred
about 1.9 Ma and 80 ka, respectively, involved the movement of
people out of highly UVR-rich environments into habitats that
were much more mixed with respect to the seasonal pattern,
intensity, and wavelength mixture of UVR. Although two distinct
forms of hominin (early Homo and Homo sapiens, respectively)
were involved in these dispersals, neither form made or used

clothing or used other portable methods of sun protection. Thus,
apart from the time they spent in the shade, their bodies were
subjected to the full force of UVR wherever they went.
The Earth’s surface receives much less UVB than UVA because

most UVB reaching the Earth is scattered and absorbed by oxygen,
ozone, and water molecules in the atmosphere. Because of this and
the geometry of sunlight reaching different places in different sea-
sons, UVB is much more variable in its intensity and distribution
than UVA. Levels UVB are highest near the equator in more arid
regions, and in high altitude areas such as the Tibetan Plateau and
the Altiplano (Fig. 1A). North or south of about 46°, levels of UVB
are insufficient to initiate cutaneous production of previtamin D3
for much of the year (7, 17). The pattern of distribution of UVB is
most strongly influenced by latitude because of atmospheric scat-
tering and absorption. Africa receives high and uniform amounts,
whereas northern Eurasia receives negligible amounts. The coef-
ficient of variation (CoV) for UVB (Fig. 1B) is strongly associated
with its seasonal nature outside of the tropics, and is lowest in the
equatorial zone and highest in northern Eurasia and North Amer-
ica.Humidity andmonsoonprecipitation reduce averageUVB, and
theCoV ishigher relative to themean level inmoisture-rich regions.
Levels of UVA (Fig. 2A) are considerably higher than those for

UVB. The latitudinal bands of UVA distribution are wider than
those of UVB and higher levels of UVA exist toward the poles.
UVA at 380 nm is about fifteen times more plentiful than UVB at
305 nm, with Western Europe receiving an average 283–570 Jm−2

ofUVAcompared to only 20–40 Jm−2 ofUVB.Equatorial regions
received slightly less UVA than tropical and subtropical areas.
Albedo from lighter-colored ground and, especially, from snow

Fig. 1. (A) Annual mean UVB (305 nm). Intensity is indicated by gradations
from dark to light varying from 1 to 135 Jm−2 in 10 steps with oceans partially
grayed-out. (B) Annual CoV for UVB (305 nm). Gradations of dark to light
varying from 10 to 300 in 10 steps, with oceans area partially grayed-out.
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increased the level of UVA; levels elsewhere were unchanged by
atmospheric moisture. The pattern for the coefficient of variation
in annual UVA (Fig. 2B) is nearly the inverse of that of UVB, and
the rate of variation is approximately 1/200th of that ofUVB.UVA
varies mostly in dry tropical regions and exhibits low levels of
variation away from the equator.
As a summary, it is useful to compare the patterns of UVR at

the equator and within the tropics to those outside of the tropics.
At the equator and within the tropics, average UVB is high, with
two seasonal peaks at the equinoxes (49). Average UVA at the
equator and within the tropics is also extremely high, but shows
more variation in its intensity throughout the year. Outside of the
tropics, average UVB levels are much lower and exhibit a single
peak at the summer solstice (49). The extremely low average
UVB in northern Eurasia and North America is matched with a
high CoV. [Note that there is no comparable, habitable, low-
UVB land mass in the Southern Hemisphere (SH) except for the
southern tip of South America (60).] Average UVA outside of
the tropics is lower, but exhibits much less variation in its pattern.
This indicates that loads of UVA throughout the year at these
latitudes are lower but are more uniform throughout the year.
Within the time frames of hominin lifespans and dispersals,

solar regimes have been in flux. Solar irradiance and insolation are
not static but vary according to different temporal cycles and
scales. Insolation is tied to the degree and pattern of solar mag-
netic flux at or near the Sun’s surface. Shorter wave insolation
varies mostly as a result of energetic changes in the Sun’s plage
network and faculae (61, 62). UVB levels vary by minute and day,
as well as according to cycles of solar rotation (27 days) and the 11-
year cycle of sunspots (61, 63); longer-term fluctuations occur over

multiple decades and centuries. Total solar production varies only
by 0.1–0.3%, but that of shorter wavelength UVR can vary by
orders of magnitude more (61, 64). For instance, during the Little
Ice Age (A.D. 1500–1800) the UVR levels are estimated to have
been ten to four times less than those of the present day (64).
Orbital parameters change the pattern of insolation in line with
Milankovitch cycles of 22,000 years. Currently, SH experiences
greater extremes, with intense insolation in the summer, and the
Northern Hemisphere (NH) experiences less extremes and
receives more insolation in the winter (60, 65). However, the land
masses of the SH and NH have unequal annual means of insola-
tion. Further, the distribution of land masses in the two hemi-
spheres is such that a greater fraction of the SH receives high levels
of UVR, whereas a greater portion of the NH receives extremely
low levels (60).

UV Radiation as a Selective Force in the Evolution of
Pigmentation
UV radiation has been a potent and creative force in the evolution
of life on Earth (66), and organisms have evolved a range of
defenses against specific UVR wavelengths (58, 59, 67). As pre-
viously stated, naked skin was the primary interface between the
human body and solar radiation throughout most of the history of
the genusHomo. In equatorial Africa, members of the early genus
Homo and, later, Homo sapiens were subjected to the potent
mixture of UVA and UVB that prevails within the tropics
throughout the year. UVA is plentiful and is capable of pene-
trating deeply into the dermis of skin.UVB ismore energetic and is
less plentiful; it generally does not penetrate the dermis because it
is absorbed and scattered. High-UVR environments generated
strong selective pressures on the skin and human body (Table 1),
leading to the evolution of permanently dark constitutive pig-
mentation, and the ability to increase eumelanin production in
response to seasonal increases in UVB. This was accomplished
genetically by positive selection leading to elimination of poly-
morphism at the MC1R locus and continued purifying selection
acting on the same locus.
Ashumansdispersedaway from the tropics, into southernAfrica,

and out of Africa entirely, they entered regions with lower annual
average UVR (7, 49) and significantly different seasonal mixtures
of UVA and UVB. Two major changes in UVR regime were
experienced by humans outside of the tropics. The first was the shift
fromhigh annualUVBwith twin peaks of intensity at the equinoxes
to generally lower annual UVB with a single annual peak at the
summer solstice. The second was the steep decline in the duration
and intensity of UVB exposure for every degree of increasing lat-
itude (17, 49), rendering much of the NH free of UVB for over
6 months per year. (The only exception to this rule was and is the
Tibetan Plateau, which, due to its extreme altitude and thin
atmosphere, receives much higher annual and summer levels of
UVB than land masses at equivalent latitudes.) Reduced UVB
levels and concomitantly reducedpotential for cutaneous vitaminD
biosynthesis generated positive selection for depigmentation.
Hominins and modern humans dispersed independently many
times into nontropical latitudes and evolved depigmented pheno-
types by numerous and different genetically based means, some of
which remain to be illuminated. It is important to stress that hab-
itation of middle latitudes between approximately 23° and 46°
involved theevolutionofpartially depigmentedphenotypes capable
of tanning.

UV Radiation and the Evolution of Tanning
Constitutive pigmentation is modified by tanning to produce fac-
ultative pigmentation. Tanning is an adaptation to seasonally high
UVR, especially UVB, levels. Tanning phenotypes evolved many
times in human history, probably as the combined result of inde-
pendently acquired mutations on genes controlling the pigmentary
system and of gene flow. Tanning comprises two mechanisms, im-

Fig. 2. (A) Annual mean UVA (380 nm). Intensity is indicated by gradations
from dark to light varying from 65 to 930 Jm−2 in 10 steps with oceans partially
grayed-out. (B) Annual CoV for UVA (380 nm). Gradations of dark to light
varying from 1 to 13 in 10 steps, with oceans area partially grayed-out.
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mediate pigment darkening (IPD) and the delayed tanning reaction
(DTR). IPD involves an immediate darkening of the skin following
exposure to UVA, with maximum induction at 340 nm (68). The
effect produced by IPD is transient and is visible on light skin as
blotchy gray or bluish gray coloration appearing on sun-exposed
surfaces. The cellular mechanisms of IPD are still poorly under-
stood, but appear to involve both a spatial rearrangement of mel-
anosomes within keratinocytes and melanocytes, along with
photooxidation of existing eumelanin (68). Darker constitutive
pigment phenotypes exhibit higher and more intense development
of IPD (68). We suggest that the net effect of IPD is immediate
absorptionor scatteringofUVRphotonsat a superficial levelwithin
the skin, thus sparing some damage to deeper layers.
Delayed tanning is what is normally thought of as tanning and

is the process that results in facultative pigmentation. The DTR
develops gradually over the course of several hours to several days
or longer, depending on the duration of UVR exposure. UVA and
UVB both induce delayed tanning, but the tans produced develop
over different time courses and persist for different lengths of time
(69). Delayed tanning involves the redistribution of melanin more
toward the surface of the skin as in IPD, changes in the shape and
intracellular location of melanin [such as the development of pro-
tective supranuclear caps of melanosomes over the nuclei of kera-
tinocytes (70)], and increased de novo synthesis of eumelanin (71–
73). Tanning affords only moderate protection against cellular
damage from UVR (74, 75) and, in fact, appears to be triggered by
signals from UVR-damaged DNA. This is because of a Protein 53
(p53)-mediated response to DNA damage caused by UVR leading
to increased melanin production through increased synthesis of
α-melanocyte stimulating hormone (α-Msh) (76). From an evolu-
tionary perspective, the importance of delayed tanning is that it is
delayed, and that a “base tan” is slow to develop.Outside of tropical
latitudes, the slow ramp-upofUVB in the spring to levels capableof
inducing photosynthesis of previtamin D3 provides a head start for
vitamin D3 production and storage before facultative pigmentation
developed by the DTR competes for UVB photons in the skin.
Under conditions of slowly increasing UVB, sunburns would have
been rare and would not have posed a risk to survival or repro-
ductive success. Early humans spent considerable time outdoors
without clothing and were subject to gradual changes in UVR
intensity and wavelength mixture with the seasons. They did not

travel long distances away from home to go on vacation to sunny
places nor did they go to tanning parlors. Tanning is viewed by
modern clinicians as an imperfect adaptation to UVR because it
damages the skin’s connective tissues, immune system, and DNA,
and thus leads to progressive changes resulting in skin cancer (76).
This is an appropriate statement for vagile and longevous 21st
century humans but not for those of the 18th century or earlier who
lived before the advent of widely available, rapid long-distance
transportation.With early reproduction and before the extension of
the average human lifespan through improvements in diet and
medicine, skin cancer had no effect on reproductive success. Fur-
ther, the genetic pattern of skin cancer risk does not accord with
predictions based on selection for resistance to skin cancer (22). In
the context of human evolution, the evolution of tanning was a
superb evolutionary compromise.

Conclusions
The visualizations of UVB and UVA levels and variation pre-
sented here permit elaboration of the nature of the selective
mechanisms involved in the evolution of variation in skin pig-
mentation and, notably, the evolution of tanning phenotypes in
relation to seasonably variable levels of UVR. Skin pigmentation
is probably one of the best examples of natural selection acting on
a human trait. It is the product of two opposing clines, one
emphasizing dark constitutive pigmentation and photoprotection
against high loads of UVA andUVB near the equator (Figs. 1 and
2), and the other favoring light constitutive pigmentation to pro-
mote seasonal, UVB-induced photosynthesis of vitamin D3 near
the poles (7, 49). Intermediate latitudes with their seasonally high
loads of UVB favored the evolution of people with moderate
constitutive pigmentation who are capable of tanning.
The time course for the elaboration of pigmentation within a

human lifetime reflects its importance in human reproduction and,
thus, in evolution. Human infants are born more lightly pigmented
than adults and develop their genetically determined maximum
level of constitutive pigmentation only in their late teens or early
20s (77) when they enter their period of peak fertility. The potential
for development of facultative pigmentation also peaks during early
adulthood. In middle and old age, constitutive pigmentation fades
and the potential for tanning decreases due to a decline in the
number of active melanocytes (78).

Table 1. Summary of the effects of UVA and UVB on human body and the selective mechanisms involved in the evolution of
pigmentation. The estimated strength of natural selection operating to darken and lighten pigmentation is indicated by numbers of “+”
and “−” signs, respectively. See text for references for proposed mechanisms.

Agent
Strength and

direction of selection Proposed selective mechanism(s)

UVA +++ Photolysis of folate (as 5-methyltetrahydrofolate [5MTHF] in serum) directly and by ROS in the presence
of flavins and porphyrins, resulting in reduction of folate available for cell division

UVA ++ Competition for folate: increased folate needs for DNA damage repair and as 1-carbon donor in
methylation of DNA competing with folate needed for melanogenesis

UVA ++ Disruption of melanin production because of sensitivity of tyrosinase to high levels of ROS
UVA + Malignant melanoma (as the only skin cancer that causes death to individuals of reproductive age)
UVA + Photoconversion of excess vitamin D3 to inactive metabolites
UVB +++ Production of cyblobutane pyrimidine dimers and damaged nucleotides requiring repair resulting from

DNA absorption of photons; activation of folate-dependent DNA repair processes
UVB + Direct photolysis of folate (as 5MTHF in serum), reducing the amount of folate available for cell division

and regulation of tyrosinase activity in melanogenesis
UVB + Competition for folate: increased folate needs for DNA damage repair and as 1-carbon donor in

methylation of DNA competing with folate needed for melanogenesis
UVB No effect Sunburn
UVB No effect Damage to DNA and its repair system and alterations of the immune system lead to progressive

genetic alterations and the formation of nonmelanoma skin cancers
UVB − Cutaneous photosynthesis of vitamin D3

UVB − Greater need for vitamin D in females probably causing increasing sexual dimorphism in pigmentation;
exaggerated by sexual selection in some populations
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Skin pigmentation provides an attractive model system for
understanding and teaching evolution and should be promoted as
such. It is readily visible, and the basicmechanisms contributing to it
are easily understood. Skin pigmentation fulfills the criteria for a
successful evolutionary model. First, it was produced by an imper-
fect replicator. Pigmentation is determined by germ-line DNA,
which is subject to mutation. Pigmentation is also subject to herit-
able variations in epigenetic transmission due to differential
methylation of DNA and to extracorporeal memetic patterns of
inheritance because of different cultural traditions. Second, there
must be selection through differential survival of phenotypes. For
skin pigmentation, this implies differential survival and repro-
duction rates of different phenotypes under different solar regimes.
Lastly, natural selection must occur uniquely in time and space to
give rise to isolating mechanisms. In the evolution of skin pigmen-
tation, isolation was produced by distance and dispersion rather
than sexual selection or other mechanisms. Thus, human skin is a
perfect model to demonstrate the mechanism of evolution by nat-
ural selection in each of its required parts.
Considerable antagonism toward evolution is based on the

common understanding of the word “theory” in its colloquial sense
as a hunch. That the separate parts of the theory can be shown to
apply fully to an easily understandable human trait should help
further the acceptance of the “theory of evolution.”Darwin’s theory
of natural selection can be likened to Newton’s attempt to explain
the movement of the planets in his “On theMotion of Bodies in an
Orbit.” Newton’s effort gave rise to the Principia Mathematica and
eventually to the Laws of Motion.

Methods
The UVR data used in this study were derived from readings taken from the
NASA Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS), which was flown aboard

the Nimbus-7 satellite between 1978 and 1993 (79) http://toms.gsfc.nasa.gov/
ery_uv/new_uv/. The data were collected and computed for pixels of 1° lon-
gitude by 1° latitude each; the solar flux was measured at or near local noon
(79). The readings were computed to account for the total ozone column and
scene reflectivities (cloud and snow cover) in the same latitude-longitude
pixel. The measurements were then combined with the results of radiative
transfer calculations, terrain height, and solar zenith angle (79). Single
wavelengths representative of long wave and medium wave UVR were sam-
pled by the TOMS. These were 380 nm for UVA (range 315–400 nm) and 305
nm for UVB (range 280–315 nm). The original data set was very large and
comprised over 64,800 readings taken each day from 1979 to 1992. Abridged
data sets for each wavelength were produced by taking an average for all
years, of the average of the 19th through the 23rd days of each month. The
abridged data sets and coefficients of variation for both 380 nmUVA and 305
nm UVB were then mapped using ArcGIS. The strength of UVR at the ground
varies by elevation, scene reflectivities, time of day, time of year, and factors
influencing UVR absorption such as clouds. The TOMS apparatus takes all of
this into account in calculating its readings. This means that many of the cor-
recting factors that were used in latitude-based studies of estimated UVR at
the Earth’s surface were all accounted for in the one measure. Use of TOMS
data thus obviated the need to correct for humidity, rainfall, temperature, or
elevation, as was done in previous studies (15, 80). Using TOMS data has some
advantages over using data collected by terrestrial-based recorders. This is
because the TOMS apparatus does not “see” modern pollutants and so its
records are more representative of the environment before industrialization
thanground-basedunits that are “blinded”by lowaltitudepollution. Further,
the TOMS data used here were collected mostly before the 1990s, when
widespread ozone depletion seriously affectedUVRat the Earth’s surface. The
amount of ozone in the atmosphere decreased through the 1980s and caused
a 3–5% increase in UVR in northern latitudes. This amount is insignificant for
our purposes because it is comparable to natural variation in ozone concen-
trationbefore ozonedepletion. It is not necessary tomodel orbital parameters
for the TOMS dataset because the data are direct readings and automatically
compensate for orbital effects, something that latitude studies do not (65).
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